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EFFECT

Performer : “Please take hold of this packet of cards and place them in your 
pocket. We will get back to those in just a moment.”

The participant is handed a blue packet of cards in a box.

The magician now introduces an additional red packet of cards. 

Performer : “We are about to attempt an experiment where you will make a 
decision, although you will be unaware of making it. Here I have a regular 
packet of cards. It was previously shuffled and I wrote the numbers from one 
to fifty two on the back of each card and I shuffled them again.”   The 
magician shows the backs and front of the cards, all of the numbers and 
cards are seen to be different.

“It is time for you to make a conscious decision. I will deal the cards face 
down, will you tell me when to stop…” The participant calls stop and the card 
stopped on is placed face down on the table.

“I will now turn the deck over and deal the cards face up, again tell me when 
to stop.”
The magician now places the card face up on the table next to the initial 
selection.

“You made two decisions. But if you remember, I said these decisions will be 
something you are completely unaware of. If I turn these cards over you’ll see 
we arrive at a new number and a new card. A decision you couldn’t possibly 
know you’d make, making a random number and playing card. Will you 
remove the blue deck from your pocket and count down to your selected 
number… “Wouldn’t it be amazing if your randomly selected number brought 
us to the card you randomly selected?”

The spectator now counts down to arrive at one card, this card is turned over 
and seen to be a perfect match.



Performance and Handling

If you take a look at your ARCAANA deck you will see the top 26 cards are all 
the same, with various numbers written on their rear. One of these 26 cards 
will become the target card. The bottom 26 card stack contains different card 
faces yet the numbers on their rear are all the same.

You will need a second contrasting pack of cards. Position the target card 
from this deck into eighth position. We will call this deck the prediction deck.

To begin, introduce the prediction deck and hand it to a participant to place in 
their pocket or in another safe place.

Now introduce your second deck whilst explaining the premise of making 
decisions that we are unaware of. The introduction of the deck emphasises 
that the deck is a regular deck of cards. This script is important and helps 
take the heat of the fact it isn’t a regular deck

“Here I have a regular packet of cards. It was previously shuffled and I wrote 
the numbers from one to fifty two on the back of each card and I shuffled 
them again.”  

Remove the ARCAANA deck from the box and spread it through your fingers 
face down. Display the numbers on their rear whilst explaining the cards 
display numbers, be careful not spread passed the half way point, ensuring 
the repetitive numbers are not seen.
(you can learn the halfway point by remembering the final number on the half 
of the deck before the effect commences)

Now turn the deck over and spread them face up showing their faces. Again, 
be careful not to spread passed the half way point. The display its self should 
be very casual, do not over prove yourself.

“We are about to attempt an experiment. You will make a decision which you 
are completely unaware of making. Here I have a packet of cards, it’s a 
regular deck which was previously shuffled. I wrote the numbers from one to 
fifty two on the back and then shuffled them again.”

Turn the cards over, dealing them slowly onto the table and ask your 
participant to call stop. Whichever card they stop on is placed facedown on 
the table separately.



You will turn over the remaining deck in your hands and ask a participant to 
call stop on any face up card. Deal these slowly on to the table and whichever 
card your participant calls stop on is placed face up next to the initial selected 
card.

Whilst putting the remaining cards in the box explain ; “You made two 
decisions. Remember I said you will make decisions which you're completely 
unaware of making? If I turn these cards over you’ll see we arrive to a new 
number and a new card. This is your subconscious decision… you have 
generated a number and a playing card which you are completely unaware 
of. Will you remove the blue deck from your pocket, remove them from the 
box and count down to your selected number, on this occasion the number 
eight… wouldn’t it be amazing if your randomly chosen number brought us to 
the card you selected!?”

Your participant will now deal down to the number eight and arrive at the 
force card.

Tips :

In essence, the effect it’s self is very simple to perform and leaves a lot of 
room for showmanship.

It is very practical. Do not let the simplicity put you off performing this to an 
audience.

During the dealing process with the ARCAANA deck, I suggest dealing down 
the cards slowly to ensure your participant stops in the essential half of the 
deck required to make this routine successful.

Credit :

Detour De Force by John Bannon was published in Smoke And Mirrors 
(1992). John Bannon sent consent to publish ARCAANA as a stand alone 
ACAAN routine.

Kind regards,

Joel Dickinson.


